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Lincoln cents account for nearly a third of the coins the United States has ever minted. Rated in the CONECA RPM Book in mint state as a URS-4 5 to 8 known not to exist. Rare Wheat Pennies - Coin Collecting Guide For Beginners Ancient Coin Collecting. Lincoln Cents History Rarity Values Grading Varieties Red Book Guide And much more—something of value for every collector, new or experienced. Generations of coin collectors have grown up with the Lincoln cent. The book includes history, grading, varieties, a thorough market analysis for each date. America's most popular coin books: the Cherrypickers' Guide to Rare Die Varieties. INCLUDES: DATE BY DATE SYNOPSIS listing all the major varieties that are most commonly collected. An informative insight into the history and minting process of the Lincoln cent. Use a coin price guide to determine the value of your coin collection Old US penny values are determined by using the grading images to judge condition then checking the date and mint mark. Lincoln Penny Grades Uncirculated to Good With many rare dates and varieties, check your coin against the value charts. The Coin Value Guide covers US coin series from Half Cents to $20 gold coins. Coin Books - General - Error-Variety Coin Books - Silver Bars. Retrouvez A Guide Book of Lincoln Cents et des millions de livres en stock sur. guide covers its history, rarity, values, grading and many varieties as the coin.